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e and hot quark matter ip Quantum Chromo*
one of the funda.rnental problems in modern
explolation of the QCD phase portrait on
restoration of chiral. and color symmetries in
ity. From the exper-irnenla}:side, present heavy
t RHIO (BNL Bi:ookhaven) ancl the LHC.Coliider (CERN) have
t-informations oh the high tempetature and iow density legion
9f

',

,in perturb'atibn':theorf but

requires nonons, DySon:Schwinger and B'ethe-Salp€tel
brk tagrangians.,As known, the' veryrflrocess:
a clear phlrsipal interpretation of results,'and;
to' a, vanishing or,small cn-emical'pqtential,
m6dels like the Narnbu-Jona-Lasinib (NJL)
q vg,lqes of the chemical:potential. Such chiial
I'integrating out" the gluon fleldb and
of quark color iurrentql'by a local on'e.

'

.Subseque.nt Fierz tr:ansfbrmations then project the interaction intq various quarli-antiquark
arrd diquarlt channels, where bound s{ate formation of r+esons and diqqarks opQurs. Keepi.ng
elobql ch'ipal and color symmetries qf QCD intact, NJL models naturally incorpor.ate the

'

dy-namicp,l'rnechanism for spontaneous breal down and {estoiation of symrnetries and have
.been shown to give 6,successful:.descliption of masses and qoupling constants oflhadronic
bound states. They'thus provide an importr nt guidance for a deeper understanding of the
for'mation of qr-lark:and. diiuark condensates
gaps) and the formatign and dissociation

(*#t

ofhad'ronicboundstabesinhotanddensematter.
The present thesis, is just devoted ,to the investigation of the QCD phase porlpait, on the
basis
af the'NJL-modeL by considelrpg qqark and- diquark condensates in dependence on
,
ternpgratur,e and. chemical potent-ial. The formatio,n of lhBSelcondeni.ateo just pignals the
spontaneogs,bteaking of chiral an-d cglop sy-,rrmetries. Moreovqr; the wotk contains a.detailed
' analytical gludy of meson and diquaik corr.elat"ions b:eyond the mean freld approxirnation,
Chapter 2 presents the considered NJL-type model with scb,laq, pseudoscala{, (singlet) vector
and
procedure for the
Next, the

s
pathtion t
Nambuincludin

nteractio
partition
uxili,ari)

otand
ovisi txans,forma,performed by.a
diquark fields; This
o inlegrate qut the
irrois and,to'arrive at a,highl},:none b,Qson lagrangian
of the NG matrix qt
-agaior. Usirrg clever s.ign op,erators,
the candidate then derives in rnean field
corrpact expressions for the normal
and abnqrmal iomponents of the matrix
prbpagator in the 2SG phase depehding on
Matsubara frequencies and chemical p
nacontains
tion of lhe gap gquations'frsm, the min
da
dynamic
igation of the
ate (,icon
afk
Coaper pair)
vector rn-e.son cgndensate (dy'namical chemical
.i

In Chapter 4,the irnaginary parts:of polarization functions
in the ZSC phase, th6 normal

case of mesons and diquarks

meson-diquark mixirag,

Chapter I is ihe:centr&l part of
g.
drties of hadronic matter unfler'
co
symrnetry t'estoration. Special atteRtion is
a meson/djquark bound state may'becorne
two:quark.threshold bl chiral s
might explain the,so-called BEC

*.r

d ih detaii fo1 the
the caselof sigrna

nite efiergies, it also vanishes at zero energy. This are just the'necirsury ponditions fo1 t\e
vanishing of the boundar;r term from partial integration in eq ('S,O ) (not discussed ther,e)
qo $h.q,t the Beth-IJhlenbeck formula for the pressure in eq(5.79} remains intact, Finally, the
thesis includes a descripfion of nucleons # quark diquark bbund state a,nd a'cornparision of
NJl-resuits with corresponding ones of the Walecka rnodel. Obviously,,such a cornparision
of rixpressions, obtained from qrrark loop calculatiqns with non-eonfined quark propagators,
with coriesponding loop calculations using nucleon propagators,.naturally rises the,nontrivial question: How to take irito account the e Tects of the neglected quai'k confinoment in the
NJL approagh and how to avpid double counting ? A s-olirtion o{this complicated problern is
olearly'6i1g'ide the pcope of the thesis, In this c6ntext; it is yet worth rifentionihg that ihere

resulfs. (Additiona;l rneson loop contributions
re sdnse the concept qf 1'quark-badron dualit;t",

taken as'basiq of the "QCE"bunr r.ule"

approa.ch,, I
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In conciusioh, the preseht'.thesis contains irnportant new results concerning the investigation
of the QCD phase transition including r,estoration of chilal syrnmetry in hot.and denSe quark
malter, Moft effect and color supercondu6tivity, It is is written in an adequate form. Its
results irre published in 7 articles, The list of refererices is rather cciihplete d,nd reflects the
existing literature on this topic, To my opinion, the thesis thus meets afl necessary requiremelts and demonstrates the ability of the canclidate for doing scientiflc work.

It

is a pleasure to recommend the thesis of D. Zablocki to the faculty of physics of the Wroclarv
university for defence.
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